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WHY DID PAUL INCLUDE AN EXEGESIS OF MOSES'
SHINING FACE (EXOD 34) IN 2 COR 3?
Moses' Strength, Well-being and (Transitory) Glory, according to
Philo, Josephus, Paul, and the Corinthian Sophists
George H. van Kooten
University of Groningen, The Netherlands
The question I shall deal with in my paper is why Paul drew so exten-
sively on an episode of the Giving of the Torah in his Second Letter
to the Corinthians.' In chapter 3 he makes abundant use of Exod 34,
the story about the second giving of the Torah and Moses' shining
face, which reflects God's glory. Although Paul does not even men-
tion the fact that the first tablets of the law were replaced, Exod 34 is
terribly important to him because of a particular feature of the Old
Testament narrative. The question is: why did Paul consider Exod 34
so important?
One might point out that the narrative of the giving of the Torah
would have been of importance to any Jew. Indeed, in another let-
ter, too, Paul refers to the way the Law was handed down to Moses.
In his Letter to the Galatians, as part of an intense polemic against
Judaizing parties within Christianity which wish to uphold the Law in
every respect, Paul emphasizes the secondary nature of the Law: it
only arrived on the scene of Israel fairly late on, 430 years after Abra-
ham, the founding father of Judaism (Gal 3:17); its secondary nature
is also evident from the fact that "it was ordained through angels by
a mediator" (Gal 3:19). Here, Paul applies Jewish traditions about the
association of angels in the giving of the law.2 Yet, for all his criticism
of the Mosaic law in Galatians, Paul is very brief about the actual
I I wish to thank the participants in the conference for their useful and stimulating
suggestions and criticism. Dr Maria Sherwood-Smith kindly corrected the English of
this paper.
2 James D. G. Dunn, A Commentary on the Epistle to the Galatians (Black's New Testa-
ment Commentaries; London: Black, 1993), 191.
giving of the Torah. In this light, the sheer length of Paul's passage
on the giving of the law in 2 Cor 3 requires further explanation and
might have to do with the specific setting of 1-2 Cor.
Indeed, Paul has already alluded to specific narratives about the
journey of Israel through the wilderness in 1 Cor. In chapter 10 Paul
writes about Israel's escape through the Red Sea and talks about the
Israelites' itinerary through the desert:
I do not want you to be unaware, brothers and sisters, that our ancestors
were all under the cloud, and all passed through the sea, and all were
baptized into Moses in the cloud and in the sea, and all ate the same
spiritual food, and all drank the same spiritual drink. For they drank
from the spiritual rock that followed them, and the rock was Christ
(I Cor 10:1-4).3
Paul draws on these narratives because he wants to counter his oppo-
nents' experience of the sacraments, which leads them to regard them-
selves as invincible. Partaking in the same baptism, spiritual food, and
spiritual drink, Paul explains, did not render the Israelites invulnerable
to God's judgement:
Nevertheless, God was not pleased with most of them, and they were
struck down in the wilderness. Now these things occurred as examples
for us, so that we might not desire evil as they did (I Cor 10:5-6).
In this case, it is very likely that Paul himself draws on the narrative of
Israel's journey through the wilderness in order to criticize his oppo-
nents' way of life. In line with this, it could be assumed that in 2 Cor,
too, Paul continues to allude to this story, now commenting on the
giving of the Law. Yet, this time there are clear signs that it is not Paul
himself, but his opponents within the Christian community at Corinth
who were the first to refer to this episode of Moses on Mt. Sinai.
There may have been a simple reason for Paul's opponents in Corinth
to focus on Moses. They were Christians of Jewish background, as
2 Cor 10-13 makes clear, but their approach seems to have been very
different from the Judaizing Christians among the Galatians, because in
3 Biblical translations are taken from the NRSV; Classical translations either from
the Loeb Classical library or from Menahem Stern, GreekandLatin Authors on Jews and
Judaism: Edition with Introduction, Translation and Commentary (3 vols; Publications of the
Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities; Section of Humanities = Fontes ad res
Judaicas spectantes;Jerusalem: Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities, 1974--1984),
with minor alterations when necessary.
2 Cor there is neither ethnocentric Jewish discourse nor straightforward
commendation of the Jewish law.4 The Corinthians seem simply to
have brought up the issue of Moses as legislator, whose writings would
also have been read as Scripture in the Christian community. As we
shall see, in a pagan context, with pagan outsiders being introduced
to the meetings of the Christian community (1 Cor 14.16,23), there
was abundant reason to talk about Moses, since his image among the
pagans was ambiguous and not necessarily positive and, for that reason,
stood in need of clarification.
One of the first pagan Greeks to draw a negative portrayal of Moses
as a lawgiver is Hecataeus of Abdera (3rd cent. B.C.E.). Although his
overall attitude to the Jews is not unsympathetic, the following features
in his account are critical about Moses' legislation for the Jews:
In addition [Moses](... ) instituted their forms of worship and ritual, drew
up their laws and ordered their political institutions. (... ) The sacrifices
that he established differ from those of other nations, as does their WI9! if
living,fir as a result if their own expulsion .from Egypt he introduced an unsocial
and intolerant mode if lift. (..) And at the end of their laws there is even
appended the statement: "These are the words that Moses heard from
God and declares unto the Jews" (Hecataeus apud Diodorus Siculus,
Library if History 40.3.3-6; Stern, No. 11).
The Jewish legislation is explicidy linked with the name of Moses, who
is understood to have presented his own words as the word of God.
His institutions are characterized as "unsocial" and "intolerant."
The passage from Hecataeus just quoted is preserved in a work by
Diodorus Siculus, who is equally critical about Moses' law elsewhere
in his writings. According to Diodorus (1st cent. B.C.E.), Moses isjust
one of the many lawgivers who have claimed divine origins for their
own legislation. Other examples include Mneves, among the Egyptians,
and Zathraustes, among the Arians:
And among the Jews Moyses referred his laws to the god who is invoked
as Iao. They all did it either because they believed that a conception
4 C£also Dieter Georgi, The Opponents qfPaul in Second Corinthians (SNIW; Edinburgh:
T&T Clark, 1987), 248: "The fact that the concept of vOj.!O<; is wholly lacking from
2 Cor. 3 argues against a conflict with Jewish nomism."
which would help humanity was marvellous and wholly divine, or because
they held that the common crowd would be more likely to obey the laws
if their gaze was directed towards the majesty and power of those to
whom their laws were ascribed (Diodorus, Library if History 1.94.1-2;
Stern, No. 58).
Tacitus (56-120 C.E.) is even more critical about the giving of the Jewish
law. He draws a sharp contrast between the Jewish law and the laws
of "all other religions":
To establish his influence over this people for all time, Moses introduced
new religious practices, quite opposed to those of all other religions. The
Jews regard as profane all that we hold sacred; on the other hand, they
permit all that we abhor (Tacitus, Historiae 5.4.1; Stern, No. 281).
This opposition between Jewish and other religious laws is also empha-
sized by Juvenal (60-130 C.E.), all the more since he has noted that
some pagans are attracted by Judaism:
Having been wont to flout the laws of Rome, they learn and practise
and revere the Jewish law, and all that Moses handed down in his secret
tome, forbidding to point out the way to any not worshiping the same
rites, and conducting none but the circumcised to the desired fountain
(Saturae 14.100-104; Stern, No. 301).
In this light it becomes understandable thatJewish Christians at Corinth
would feel the need to come to Moses' defence and portray him in a
positive way, partly with a view to the pagan outsiders who, as we have
seen, visited the Christian meetings (1 Cor 14:16, 23).
That is not to say that pagan outsiders would only have encountered
a negative portrayal of Moses among their fellow pagan authors. The
negative views outlined above contrast with more favourable views,
such as those of Strabo, who is quite positive about Moses himself, his
peaceable reputation and his non-oppressive legislation and govern-
mental organization, and only blames Moses' successors of later days
for corrupting his legacy:
Moses, instead of using arms, put forward as defence his sacrifices and
his Divine Being, being resolved to seek a seat of worship for Him and
promising to deliver to the people a kind of worship and a kind of ritual
which would not oppress those who adopted them either with expenses
or with divine obsessions or with other absurd troubles. Now Moses
enjoyed fair repute with these people, and organised no ordinary kind of
government (... ). His successors for some time abided by the same course,
acting righteously and being truly pious toward God; but afterwards, first
superstitious men were appointed to the priesthood, and then tyrannical
people (Geography 16.2.36-37; Stern, No. 115).
We find unambiguously positive views on Moses in Numenius (2nd
cent. C.E.), who likened Plato to Moses, as is captured in the much-
quoted one-liner "What is Plato but Moses talking Attic?"5 This kind
of perspective, in which Plato is even dependent on Moses, is shared
by Jewish authors such as Aristobulus (2nd cent. B.C.E.), who claims
that even prior to the Septuagint parts of the Jewish writings, includ-
ing the detailed account of Moses' entire legislation, had already been
translated into Greek, so that
the Greeks begin from the philosophy of the Hebrews; from the (books)
of Aristobulus dedicated to King Ptolemy: It is evident that Plato imi-
tated our legislation and that he had thoroughly investigated each of the
elements in it. (... ) So it is very clear that the philosopher mentioned
above [Plato]took many things (from it). For he was very learned, as was
Pythagoras, who transferred many of our doctrines and integrated them
into his own system of beliefs (Aristobulus, frag. 3; Eusebius, Praeparatio
Evangelica 13.12.1-2).
These different voices, both negative and positive, provide sufficient
indication that the figure of Moses was an issue in pagan:Jewish relations
and that, for this reason, Jewish Christians, too, would have wanted to
present a positive picture of Moses wherever possible. This necessity
is also emphasized by Philo. In the introduction to his biography of
Moses, Philo explains that whereas the Jewish laws are well known, the
giver of these laws, Moses, seems to be largely neglected:
While the fame of the laws which [Moses]left behind him has travelled
throughout the civilized world and reached the ends of the earth, the
man himself as he really was is known to few. Greek men of letters have
refused to treat him as worthy of memory, possibly through envy, and also
because in many cases the ordinances of the legislators of the different
states are opposed to his (Liftif Moses 1.1-2).
This complaint resembles that of Origen, some time later, when he
censures Celsus for having omitted Moses from the list of wise men
(Celsus apud Origen, Contra Celsum 1.16; Stern, No. 375). Although
this background may explain why Jewish Christians in Corinth felt a
need to repaint a pagan picture of Moses,6 there is more at issue here.
5 Numenius, frag. 8.13 (edn Des Places). On Numenius and Moses, see Myles F.
Burnyeat, "Platonism in the Bible: Numenius of Apamea on Exodus and Eternity," in
The Revelation ofthe Name YHWH to Moses: Perspectivesfrom Judaism, the Graeco-Roman T11orld,
and EarlY Christianiry (ed. G. H. van Kooten; TBN 9; Leiden: Brill), 139-168.
6 On this see further John G. Gager, Moses in Greco-Roman Paganism (SBLMonograph
Series 16; Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1972); and George H. van Kooten, "Moses/
It seems that, in their attempts to defend Moses, they have depicted
him in terms of a powerful, glorious kind of sophist whose reputation
and success should not be ignored by the pagans. Not only can this
Moses compete with the pagan sophists in the Mediterranean world,
but should also provide a role-model for rhetoric and performance
within the Christian communities, it seems. It is this picture of Moses
which Paul attempts to redress in 2 Cor. Such an interpretation of the
polemics in Corinth does full justice to the fact that Paul's re-reading
of the episode of Moses on Mt. Sinai in 2 Cor 3 is firmly anchored
in an anti-sophistic setting.
The extensive passage on Moses is embedded in Paul's criticism of his
opponents at Corinth who-as Bruce Winter has convincingly argued-
behave like sophists. At the end of 2 Cor 2 Paul openly criticizes them
and distances himself by emphasizing that he is not like "the many
who sell the word of God by retail":
For we are not like so many who sell God's word f!y retail-au yap eOIlEV
ro~Ot1tOAAOtKCX1tT\AEUOV'tE~'tOYAOYOV'tou 8EOU;but in Christ we speak
as persons of sincerity, as persons sent from God and standing in his
presence (2 Cor 2:17).
As has been noted by scholars such as Ralph Martin, Dieter Georgi and
Bruce Winter, the phrase au yap EO/lEVw~oi nOAAOtKanT\AEuoV'tE~'tOY
A6yov 'tau Seou, "For we are not like so many who sell God's word by
retail," is an echo of Plato's criticism of the sophists in the Protagoras.7
In this dialogue Socrates urges Hippocrates:
We must see that the sophist in commending his wares does not deceive
us, like the wholesaler and the retailer who deal in food for the body.
(... ) So too those who take the various subjects of knowledge from city
to city,andsell them f!y retail (at 'ta Ilcx811llcx'tcx1tEptaYOV'tE~Kcx'ta'ta~1t6AEt~
Musaeus/Mochos and his God YHWH, lao, and Sabaoth, Seen from a Greek Perspec-
tive," in The Revelation qf the Name YHWH to Moses, 107-138.
7 Ralph P. Martin, 2 Corinthians (Word Biblical Commentary 40; Waco, Texas:
Word Books, 1986), 50; Georgi, The Opponents qf Paul in Second Corinthians, 234; and
Bruce W. Winter, Philo and Paul among the Sophists:Alexandrian and Corinthian Responses to
a Julio-Claudian Movement (2nd edition; Grand Rapids, Michigan: Eerdmans, 2002),
168, c£91, 167.
Kat 1tOlAOUVn~~Kat Ka1tTlAEUovn:~)to whoever wants them, commend
everything that they have for sale (313d-e).
This image is used in the context immediately preceding 2 Cor 3 (in
2 Cor 2:17), and straight after 2 Cor 3 Paul resumes this theme as
a kind of "inclusio" (in 2 Cor 4:2). Instead of tampering with God's
word, Paul portrays himself as interested in truth:
But we have renounced disgraceful, underhanded ways. We refuse to
practice cunning or to tamper with God's word (JlTlOEOOAOUV'tE~'tOYAOyov
'tou Seou), but by the open statement of the truth (UAAUtft cpavEpoocrEt
'tll~ uATlSda~) we would commend ourselves to everyone's conscience
(cruvtcr'tavov'tE~Eau'tou~ 1tpO~1tucrav cruvdoTl<JtvUVSPOO1tOlV)in the sight
of God (2 Cor 4:2).
In this way the entire passage devoted to the giving of the Torah to
Moses in 2 Cor 3 appears to be embedded right in the middle of anti-
sophistic polemics. Moreover, it is not only the periphery of 2 Cor 3
that belongs to this setting; the contents of 2 Cor 3 can also be shown
to arise gradually from this debat~. In order to demonstrate this, I
shall divide 2 Cor 3 into four parts and comment upon them. I shall
argue (1) that the entire chapter evolves from a reference to "letters of
recommendation," which were part of sophistic practice in real life and
provided the incentive for Paul to write the chapter (see [a]below); (2)
that the pivotal terms around which the entire passage subsequently
revolves are "letter" (gramma; see [b]) and "splendour, radiance, fame,
renown" (doxa;see [c]);(3)that the specificallyPauline antithesis between
letter and spirit is not simply inserted into, or applied to this passage
but is being construed throughout it (see [b]; and (4) that it is in this
context that Paul draws on the narrative of Exod 34 (see [c]and Ed]).
2 Cor 3, then, does not contain an autonomous, unsolicited exegesis
of Exod 34. On the contrary, the exegesis is deliberately drawn into a
specific polemical context and is wholly intertwined with this situation.
I shall now pay close attention to the composition of the chapter, with
a focus on how its train of thought reveals the underlying discussion.
(a)2 Cor 3:1-3: Riference to written letters if recommendation and a slow
development towards an implicit antithesis between "letter" and "spirit"
Having stated that he is not selling the word of God by retail but speaks
from sincerity (2 Cor 2:17), Paul subsequently criticizes the practice of
employing O"'\)O"1:anKatE1tl0"1:0Aat, letters of recommendation (2 Cor
3:1).Introductory, commendatory letters were not confined to sophistic
circles. Aristotle already remarks that personal appearance is a better
introduction than any letter (Aristotle apud Diogenes Laertius, Vitae
philosophorum 5.18), apparently referring to a widespread phenomenon
(c£Diogenes Laertius, Vitae philosophorum 8.87). Interestingly, this tes-
timony of Aristotle in Diogenes Laertius also demonstrates criticism
of this phenomenon at the hands of philosophers. Similar criticism
is recorded in Epictetus, who has a chapter addressed "to those who
recommend persons to the philosophers." He refers with approval
to Diogenes the Cynic, who critically questions a man who requests
'Ypa)l)lutu O"UO"tUnKa, a written recommendation:
That is an excellent answer of Diogenes to the man who asked for a let-
ter if recommendation from him (1tpo<;tOVa~wuV'ta ypallllata 1tap' autou
Aal3EtVU'lJUtanKa): "That you are a man," he says, "he [i.e. the prospec-
tive addressee of this letter] will know at a glance; but whether you are
a good or a bad man he will discover if he has the skill to distinguish
between good and bad, and if he is without that skill he will not discover
the facts, ev~n though I write him thousands of times" (Epictetus, Dis-
sertationes·2.3).
Such letters also very much fit the sophistic atmosphere of appraisal,
repute and self-commendation criticized by Paul, who writes:
(3:1) 'ApXOIlEea 1taA1Vea'lJtou<; U'lJV1UtaV£lv;Tl Ill]Xpni;OIlEV00<;nVE<;
U'lJUtanKwv E1tlutoAwv 1tpo<;uIlU<;Tl E~UIlWV;(2) T]E1tlUtOAl]T]IlWV
UIlEt<;EUtE, EYYEypallllEvllEVtat<; KapOtat<; T]IlWV,Y1V<OUKOllEVllKat
avaYlv<OUKOIlEVllU1tO1tavnov avepO:l1t<Ov'(3) cpavEpoullEVOlon EUtE
E1tlUtOAl]XP1UtOUOWKovlleEtua ucp' T]IlWV,EyyEypallllEvll ou IlEAaVl
aAAa 1tVEUllan emu i;wvto<;, OUKEV1tAa~tVAletVat<; aU' EV1tAa~tV
KapOtat<; uapKtVat<;.
Are we beginning to commend ourselves again? Surely we do not need,
as some do, letters of recommendation to you or from you, do we? (2)
You yourselves are our letter, written on our hearts, to be known and
read by all; (3) and you show that you are a letter of Christ, prepared by
us, written not with ink but with the Spirit of the living God, not on tablets
if stone but on tablets of human hearts (2 Cor 3: 1-3).
The passage starts off with a reference to letters of recommendation,
O"uO"tUnKUt E1tlUtOAUt (3:1).Paul criticizes this phenomenon, employed
by his opponents, and refers to the Corinthian community as his letter,
written in his heart (i]E1tlO"WAYtTJ)l&v U)lEtC; EO"tE, EY'YEYPU)l)l£VI1EVtUtC;
KupoiatC; TJ)l&v; 3:2),written not with ink but with the Spirit (ETIEYPU)l)l£VI1
au )l£AUVl aAAa 1tVEU)lun 8wu S&VtOC;; 3:3b), not on tablets of stone
but on the tablet of the human heart (aUK EV1tAU~tV At8iVatC; aAA' EV
1tA.a~tvKapO{at~O"apK{Vat~;3:3c).Although the word "letter" (e1ttO"'toA.l,)
is now used as a metaphor ("You yourselves are our letter"), its charac-
terization as "written" (eYYEypaIlIlEVll)is still meant, within the imagery,
in a literal sense, with reference to the writing of actual letters, and not
yet with reference to gramma in the sense of the written Mosaic law. It
only acquires the latter meaning as the chapter unfolds. This sense-
the gramma of the Mosaic law-is only implicitly present in this first
section, when Paul draws an antithesis between "written with ink" and
"written with the Spirit." The direct opposition is still between "ink"
and "Spirit," not yet between "letter" (gramma) and "Spirit." It shows
that the full-blown antithesis between the gramma of the Mosaic law and
the Spirit develops out of an earlier reference to a letter which is written
(tl e1ttO"'tOA.l,.. , eYYEypallllEvll)in 2 Cor 3:2, which alludes to a reality
behind the text, the letters of recommendation mentioned in 3:1. The
antithesis is not yet between two nouns, gramma and Spirit, but between
a past participle (eYYEypaIlIlEvll)and a noun (1tVEUlla).The undeveloped
status of the antithesis in question is also confirmed in the last phrase of
the first section. The letter is explicitly said to be written "not on tablets
of stone" (eYYEypaIlIlEvll.... OUKev1tA.a~tvA.t8{vat~;3:3).Here the way is
being paved for the gramma in the sense of the Torah, written on tablets
of stone; but the law is still not unambiguously mentioned, only alluded
to. The point of departure for the entire passage is still the practice of
giving letters of recommendation, which is contrasted with Paul's meta-
phorical letter writing, on the hearts of his community.
(b) 2 Cor 3:4-6: The antithesis between "letter"and "spirit" becomes explicit
It is not until the second section of 2 Cor 3 that the implicit antithesis
between gramma and Spirit is rendered explicit and develops into the
pair of opposites for which Paul has become famous (see, besides 2
Cor 3:6, Romans 2:29 and 7:6):
(4) llE1tOiSTJ<JtvO£ 'towu'tTJV EXOIlEVDux 'tOU XplO"'tOU ltPO; 'tOYSEOV. (5)
OUXon aq>' eau'twv lxavoi EO"IlEVAoyiO"aO"Sai n 0:>; E~eaU'twv, an' lJ
hcavo'tTJ; lJllWVEK'tou SEOU, (6) 0; Kat lKavwO"Ev lJlla; olaKovou; Katvil;
owS11KTJ;, ou ypalllla'to; aAAa ltVEulla'tO;· 'to yap ypalllla altOK'tEWEl, 'to
O£ ltVEUlla S<pOlt01Et.
(4) Such is the confidence that we have through Christ toward God. (5)
Not that we are competent of ourselves to claim anything as coming from
us; our competence is from God, (6) who has made us competent to be
ministers of a new covenant, not if letter but if spirit;for the letter kills,but
the Spirit gives lift (2 Cor 3:4-6).
Mter mentioning the "letters of recommendation" in 3:1, and con-
trasting them in 3:2-3 with the metaphorical letter made up by the
community, written in Paul's heart and legible for all (i]E1ttO"'toAll... ,
E'YYEYPaIlIlEVll... , ytVOlO"KOIlEVT]Kat avaytVOlO"KOIlEVll),written not with
ink (E'YYEYPaIlIlEvllou IlEAaVt)but with the Spirit of the living God,
now, in 3:6, Paul goes on to express the full antithesis between "letter"
(ypalllla) and "Spirit" (1tVEulla).The new covenant and its ministers
are characterized as a covenant and as ministers "not of letter but
of spirit" (3:6ab). These features are further elaborated in two short
sentences: "for the letter kills, but the Spirit gives life"-----royap ypalllla
a1tOK'tEVVEt,'to OE 1tVEUlla1;CP01tOtEt(3:6cd). Because this phrase sounds
so quintessentially Pauline,8 it is important to be aware of the fact that
this Pauline theologoumenon is not dropped into the text but develops
naturally from the reference to the "letters of recommendation" in 3: 1.
In the course of 2 Cor 3: 1-6 Paul's thought crystallizes into the state-
ment of 3:6 about the antagonism between letter and Spirit. The letters
of recommendation have now become (almost intrinsically) linked to the
Mosaic "gramma." The reason for this equation will be explored later,
but already we can conclude that the term "letter" (ypalllla) is indeed
a pivotal term in 2 Cor, but only because it serves Paul's criticism of
the practice of letters of recommendation. In the following section of
2 Cor 3 Paul describes the most important feature of this "gramma,"
its temporary, transient glory.
8 The link between Spirit and giving life had already been established in 1 Cor
15:45. But the statement that the letter kills is now added and seems to reflect a
general psychological experience, also attested in Classical sources. According to Dio
Chrysostom, the written law "by threats and violence maintains its mastery" and may
be likened "to the power of tyranny, for it is by means of fear and through injunction
that each measure is made effective"; "the written law is harsh and stern" and "the
laws create a polity of slaves... For the laws inflict punishment upon men's body" (Dio
Chrysostom, Discourses 76.1-4). In the same way as Paul contrasts Spirit and the written
Mosaic law, Dio sets off customs against written laws: "while laws are preserved on
tablets of wood or of stone, each custom is preserved within our own hearts" (76.3).
Paul's differentiation between written law and Spirit comes close to that between the
letter and the intention of the lawgiver (Libanius, Declamations 31.35; both texts in
G. Strecker & U. Schnelle (with the cooperation of G. Seelig), Neuer M!ettstein:Texte
zum Neuen Testament aus Griechentum und Hel!£nismus, vol. 2.1: Texte zur Briefliteratur und zur
Johannesapokalypse (Berlin/New York: Walter de Gruyter, 1996),425-427.
(c)2 Cor 3: 7-11: Moses' "gramma":glorious,but only transient glory
The most remarkable feature of Moses' "gramma" is its glorious
nature, its 06~a, the second key term in 2 Cor 3. Though on closer
reflection, this glory relates not to the law, but the law-giver himself,
Moses. In this, Paul clearly draws upon Exod 34, which talks about
Moses' radiance. Paul is surprisingly positive about Moses and does
not deny his glory, but merely contrasts it with the still greater glory
of the new covenant. The glory of Moses' gramma is only temporary,
yet undoubtedly radiant:
(7) Ei oe iJ otalCQvia tOU Savatou ev ypa/l/laow eVtEtU7tOJ/l£VTjAteOte;
eYEVTlSTjev 06~n, COOtE Ill] ouvaoSat atEvioat tOUe; uioue; 'Iopal]A
de; to 7tp6oOJ7tov MOJuo£OJe; oux tl]V 06~av tOU 7tPOOW7tOUautou tl]V
Katapyou/l£vTjv, (8)7t&e;OUXt /liiAAov iJ otaKovia tOU 7tVE1l/latOe; fOtm
ev 06~n; (9) d yap iJ otaKovia tile; KataKpioEOJe; 06~a, 7toAAq>/liiAAoV
7tEptOOEUEliJ otaKovia tile; OtKatoOUVTje;06~n. (10) Kat yap ou oE06~aotm
to oEOO~aO/l£vov ev toUtq>tq>/l£pEt EtVEKEVtile; U7tEp~aUoUCJT)e;06~Tje;' (11)
d yap to Katapyou/lEVOV Ota 06~Tje;, 7toAAq>/liiAAov to /l£vov ev 06~n.
(7) Now if the ministry of death, chiselled in letters on stone tablets,
came in glory so that the people of Israel could not gaze at Moses' face
because of the glory of his face, a glory now set aside, (8) how much
more will the ministry of the Spirit come in glory? (9) For if there was
glory in the ministry of condemnation, much more does the ministry
of justification abound in glory!(10) Indeed, what once had glory has
lost its glory because of the greater glory; (11) for if what was set aside
came through glory, much more has the permanent come in glory!
(2 Cor 3:7-11).
We now have the fullest explication that the "gramma" is indeed the
Mosaic law, "chiselled in letters on stone tablets" (3:7). Paul character-
izes this "gramma" as glorious and tells us that "the people of Israel
could not gaze at Moses' face because of the glory of his face" (3:7).
For this characterization and anecdote, Paul alludes to Exod 34. There
we find the story that Moses, after the second reception of the law,
came down from Mt. Sinai. While he was descending,
(29) MOJuoTle;OUKnOEl on oE06~aotm iJ o",te; tOU XPw/latOe; tOU 7tPOOW7tOU
autou ev tq> AaAEtV autov aUtq) (30) Kat EtOEVAapOJv Kat 7taVtEe; oi
7tPEO~UtEPOt 10paTjA tOV MOJuoilv Kat ~V oEOO~aO/l£vTj iJ O",te; tOU
XPw/latOe; tOU 7tPOOW7tOUaUtou Kat e<po~TlSTjOaVeyyiom autou (31) Kat
eKaAECJEVautOUe; MOJuoTle; Kat e7tECJtpa<pTjoav 7tpOe; aUtov AapOJv Kat
7taV'tEe;oi apxoVtEe; tile; ouvayroyile; Kat eAaATjOEVaUtOte; MOJuoile; (32) Kat
/lEta muta 7tPOoTlASOV7tpOe;aUtOV 7taV'tEe;oi uiot IopaTjA Kat eVEtElAato
aUtOte; 7taV'ta ooa eAaATjOEVKuptoe; 7tpOe;aUtOV ev tq>OpEl Ltva (33) Kat
E7t£t01l1Wt£7taucrEv AaAiiw 7tpo<;alnou<; E7t£8'TlKEVE7tt to 7tPOcrffi7tOVaUtoU
KaAulllla (34) l]ViKa 0' (Xv Etcr£7tOpEUEtO Mffiucrll<; Evavn KUpiou AaAEl:v
aut'!> 7tEPt11PEtto to KaAUIllla £ffi<;tOU EK7tOpEUw8m Kat E~EA8ffiv EAaA£t
7tacrtv tOt<; uiot<; IcrpaTjA ocra EVEtEtAato aut'!> KUPto<; (35)Kat EtOOVoi
uiot IcrpaTjA to 7tPOcrffi7tOVMffiucrll on oE06~acrtm Kat 7tEpt£8TjKEVIlffiucrll<;
KaAulllla E7tt to 7tPOcrffi7tOVeautou £ffi<;(Xv Etcr£A81l cruAAaAEtV aut,!>.
(29)... Moses knew not that the appearance of the skin of his face was
glorified, when God spoke to him. (30)And Aaron and all the elders of
Israel saw Moses, and the appearance of the skin of his face was made
glorious, and they feared to approach him. (31)And Moses called them,
and Aaron and all the rulers of the synagogue turned towards him, and
Moses spoke to them. (32)And afterwards all the children of Israel came
to him, and he commanded them all things, whatsoever the Lord had
commanded him in the mount of Sinai. (33) And when he ceasedspeak-
ingto them,he put a veil on his face. (34) And whenever Moses went in
before the Lord to speak to him, he took off the veil till he went out,and
he went forth and spoke to all the children of Israel whatsoever the Lord
commanded him. (35) And the children of Israel saw the face of Moses,
that it was glorified; and Moses put the veil over his face, till he went in to
speak with him (LXX Exod 34:29-35; trans. L. C. L. Brenton).
This narrative~which describes how Moses descends from Mt. Sinai,
unaware of his radiant appearance, and meets with the fearsome elders,
rulers and children of Israel to transmit to them the commandments
of God~contains a striking inconsistency. According to Exod 34:33,
when Moses "ceased speaking to them, he put a veil on his face." In
Exod 34:34-35, however, Moses is said to put the veil over his face as
soon as he communicates with the Israelites: "whenever Moses went
in before the Lord to speak to him, he took off the veil till he went
out .... ; and Moses put the veil over his face, till he went in to speak
with him." It seems that the narrative describes two different instances.
The first time, when Moses came down from the mountain, he first
addressed the Israelites without a veil. Only afterwards, once he had
ceased talking, did he put on a veil (34:33). Thereafter, however, when
Moses goes into the tabernacle, which from now on replaces Sinai as
the place of the revelation of God's commands, he covers himself with
a veil as soon as he leaves the tabernacle (34:34). The report in Exod
34 is somewhat awkward as it concludes as follows: '~nd the children
of Israel saw the face of Moses, that it was glorified; and Moses put
the veil over his face, till he went in to speak with him" (34:35). The
first part seems to summarize the first experience of the Israelites, when
Moses came down from Mt. Sinai; only on that occasion did they see
Moses' face glorified. The second part then summarizes the normal
procedure when Moses used the tabernacle for further encounters with
God; on those occasions he was equally unveiled, but he put on a veil
as soon as he left the tabernacle to communicate with the Israelites.
(d) 2 Cor 3: 12-18: The superiority if the Lord's permanent, inward glory
This slight inconsistency or ambiguity in the text is now fully exploited
by Paul in the next and final section of 2 Cor 3. The fact that the first
time Moses only covered himself after he had ceased talking to the
Israelites suggests-in Paul's view-that they must have seen the glory
on Moses' face gradually fading away. It was in order to protect them,
not against fear of Moses' glory, but against the painful awareness that
Moses' glory was only transitory, that Moses covered himsel£This tem-
porary, transitory glory contrasts with the permanence of the glory of
the Lord himself, into which all believers are being transformed:
(12) "EXOV1:Ee;OtlV 1:0W{HTJVEA1tiOa 1tOAAn 1tapPTJoi~ XPWJ.lEea, (13) Kat
OU KaeU1tEp MoouoTje; E1:ieEt KUAuJ.lJ.la E1tt 1:0 1tPOOOO1tOVau1:O'u, 1tpOe; 1:0
J.l1la1:Evioat 1:0Ue;uioue; 'IopallA de; 1:0 1:£AOe;WU Ka1:apyouJ.l£Vou. (14)
aAAa E1tOOpWeTJ1:a vol]J.la1:a a\H&v. axpt yap 1:Tje;OTWEpOV Tw£pae;
1:0 a\HO KUAuJ.lJ.la E1tt 1:n avayvwoEt 1:Tje;1taAatae; Otael]KTJe; J.l£VEt J.l1l
avaKaAu1t1:0J.lEVOV, on EVXpt01:CP KampyEt1:at· (15)aAA' eooe; Ol]J.lEPOV
lJViKa av avaytvwoKTJ1:at MoouoTje;KUAuJ.lJ.laE1tt1:llVKapoiav aU1:&v KEt1:at·
(16)lJViKa oe EaV E1tt01:P£'VD1tpOe;K'6ptoV, 1tEptatPEt1:at 1:0KUAUJ.lJ.la.(17) 0
oe KUptoe; 1:0 1tVEUJ.lUEonv' 0-0 oe 1:0 1tVEUJ.laKupiou, EAEueEpia. (18)lJJ.lEte;
oe 1tUnEe; avaKEKaAuJ.lJ.l£vq> 1tPOOW1tq>1:llV86~av KUpiou Ka1:01t1:ptS0J.lEVot
1:llV aU1:llv dKova J.lE1:aJ.l0P<POUJ.lEea1to 86~TJe; de; 86~av, KaeU1tEp a1to
Kupiou 1tVEUJ.la1:0e;.
(12) Since, then, we have such a hope, we act with great boldness, (13)
not like Moses, who put a veil over his face to keep the people of Israel
from gazing at the end of the glory that was being set aside. (14) But
their minds were hardened. Indeed, to this very day, when they hear
the reading of the old covenant, that same veil is still there, since only
in Christ is it set aside. (15) Indeed, to this very day whenever Moses is
read, a veil lies over their minds; (16) but when one turns to the Lord,
the veil is removed. (17)Now the Lord is the Spirit, and where the Spirit
of the Lord is, there is freedom. (18)And all of us, with unveiled faces,
seeing the glory of the Lord as though reflected in a mirror, are being
transformed into the same image from one degree of glory to another;
for this comes from the Lord, the Spirit (2 Cor 3:12-18).
Whereas in the previous section Paul has explained the reason for (or
rather the consequence of) Moses' veil as wenE Ill]Ouvucr8at U1:EVtcrat
'toue; uioue; 'lcrpallA de; 'to 1tpocrro1tOVMroucrEroe;0111 'tllV 06~av 'tou
1tpocrW1tOUau'tou~"so that the people of Israel could not gaze at
Moses' face because of it of his face" (3:7), the reason given now in
the last section of 2 Cor 3 is 1tpOe;'to Jlll a:tl::vtcrat 'toue; uioue; 'lcrpallA
de; 'to 'tEAOe;'tou Ka'tapyoUJlEVOu~"to keep the people of Israel from
gazing at it that was being set aside" (3:13). This temporary glory is
subsequently contrasted with the permanence of the Lord's glory,
which Moses himself experienced in a direct, immediate, unveiled way:
"when one turns to the Lord, the veil is removed" (3:16)--i)vtKa oE
EaVE1ttcr'tPflVD1tpOe;K'UPlOV,m:platpEl'tat 'to KaAUJlJla.
This is an almost verbatim quotation from Exod 34:34: TjVtKa0'
av dcrE1topEuE'toMroucrfje;EvaV'tl KUp{OUAaAEtVa{l'tcp 1tEPlDPEl'to'to
KaAuJlJla~"whenever Moses went in before the Lord to speak to him,
he took off the veil." However, the small differences between the LXX
and 2 Cor 3: 16 are very revealing. By dropping the name "Moses,"
Paul is able to generalize the subject of "went in before the Lord."
Not Moses, but everyone who goes in before (or rather: turns to) the
Lord experiences the Lord's glory. In this way, the stress shifts from
Moses' exclusiveness to Moses as an example for the possibility of direct
acquaintance with God. As, in Paul's view, this possibility comes about
through conversion, it is noteworthy that Paul also drops the phrase
TjVtKa0'av dcrE1topEuE'to... EVaV'tlKUptOU,"whenever [he]went in
before the Lord," and replaces it with the phrase TjVtKaOE EaVE1ttcr'tPE'I'1l
1tpOe;KUPlOV,1tEPlatPEt'tat 'to KaAUJlJla:"but when one turns, or converts
to the Lord, the veil is removed," the verb E1ttcr'tpe<pElvexpressing the
conversion involved (cf. I Thess I:9; Gal 4:9). Everyone is eligible for
such a conversion. It is no longer that Moses alone has the privileged
position of direct contact with God's transforming glory, but
i1l1Et~Of 1taV'tE~aVUKEKUAll/l/lEWP1tpocrro1tcp'tllv 06~uv KllptOll
Ku'to1t'tpt1;o/lEVOt'tllv Ull'tllVdKOVU/lE'tU/lOPCjlOU/lE8uU1tO06~'Tl~d~
06~uv.
Al if us,with unveiled faces, seeing the glory of the Lord as though
reflected in a mirror, are beingtransflrmed into the same image from one degree
of glory to another (3:18).9
9 In rabbinical sources this emphasis that all see God, and not just Moses alone,
surfaces in Pesiqta de Ra:oKahana 12.25 (edn Mandelbaum): "R. Levi (ca. 300) said: The
Holy One, blessed be He, appeared to them as a statue with fiees on every side,so that
though a thousand men might be looking at the statue, [it would seem as though]it was
looking at them all.So too when the Holy One, blessed be He, spoke, each and every
This passage highlights both the similarity between Christian believers
and Moses in Paul's mind and, at the same time, the difference. The
similarity consists in the fact that Christians resemble Moses insofar as
they, like Moses in his contact with God, do not need to cover their
faces (avaKEKaAuIlIlEvCP7tPOOW7tcp).The dissimilarity, however, has to do
with the permanent and still increasing nature of the glory into which
the Christians are transformed. Whereas the glory on Moses' face was
only temporary and diminished, and was only refreshed for a time after
a new encounter with God, the transformation which the believers
experience does not diminish, but, on the contrary, gradually increases:
"all of us ... are being transformed into the same imagefiom onedegreeif
glory to another" (JiIlEt<;oE 7tav'tE<;... 'tllv aU'tllv dKova IlE'tallopq>ouIlE8a
a7to 06~1l<;d<; 06~av). There is a further important difference, which
Paul brings out in the following chapter, 2 Cor 4; this transformation
only concerns the inner man, and not the outer man (4:16): "So we do
not lose heart. Even though our outer man is wasting away, our inner
man is being renewed day by day"-.1to OUKEyKaKoullEv,aAA' d Kat
o E~roTlIl&Vav8pffi1to<;Otaq>8dpE'tal, aAA' 0 EOrolJll&VaVaKalVou'tal
lJIlEP«;lKat lJIlEP«;l.Whereas Moses' glory was visible on his face, the
Spirit-worked glory is not visible on the outside. This is an important
issue which will bring us to the heart of the polemics in Corinth; I
shall return to this in due course.
So far, we have seen that Paul's exegesis of Exod 34 in 2 Cor 3 hinges
on two key words, "gramma" and "glory." The first term "gramma"
emerges from a description Paul gives of the practice, current among
his sophistic opponents, of using written letters of recommendation.
Strangely, these written letters somehow develop into the Mosaic gram-
mata,which are characterized as "glorious" because of the "glory"
of their author, Moses. Here a link is being forged between sophistic
letters of recommendation and a particular understanding of Moses
and his grammata.But what exactly is this link? Why does Paul choose
to link Moses with "glory"? The train of thought running through
2 Cor can be apprehended more easily, I shall suggest, if we compare
this to the way in which Moses was understood as a glorious, powerful
person in Israel would say, 'The Divine Word is addressing me.' Note that Scripture
does not say, 'I am the Lordyour (plural) God,' but 'I am the Lord thy (singular) God'
(Exod 20:20)"; see Steven Fraade's contribution to this volume, 263-64.
figure by authors such as Philo and Josephus. This approach has already
been taken in some respects by Ludwig Bieler (1935-36), Wayne Meeks
(1967) and Dieter Georgi (1987),10but I believe some further progress
can be made.
In other Jewish texts, too, Moses is portrayed as a powerful, almost
divine figure. In Ezekiel the Tragedian-as is highlighted in a separate
contribution to this volume by Andrei Orlov-Moses, in a dream,
appears to be worshipped on God's throne by the whole of creation (II.
68-89; cf. Gen 37). And among the Dead Sea Scrolls, 4QApocryphon if
Moses A emphasizes that Moses was made like God: '1\nd he made him
like God for the powerful ones, and a fright for the Pharaoh" (4Q374,
frag. 2, co!' 11.6),11 showing dependence on the biblical text of Exod
7:1which reads "The LORD said to Moses, 'See, I have made you like
God to Pharaoh.'" Although such passages show the high estimation
which Moses often received, Philo and Josephus, especially, show what
kind of discourse was involved in the positive representation of Moses
in the Graeco-Roman world. Let us now turn to them.
3.1 Phila--Moses' strength andwell-being
In Philo's biography of Moses, De vita Mosis, in which he aims to show
that "Moses is the best of all lawgivers in all countries" (2.12), he
includes the following description of Moses' descent from Mt. Sinai.
This passage shows important similarities to and differences from with
2 Cor 3 and provides the setting in which the figure of Moses featured
in contemporary debate. Moses' descent is described in the following
way:
As for eating and drinking, he had no thought of them for forty successive
days, doubtless because he had the better food of contemplation, through
whose inspiration, sent from heaven above, hegrew in grace,first if mind,then
if bo4J also through the soul (tT]v /lEV Ot<lVotUV to 1tPOOtOV,E1tEttU OE KUt to
10 Ludwig Bieler, Theios ana:Das Bild des "gottlichen Menschen" in Spiitantike und Frilh-
christentum (2 vols; Wien: Buchhandlung Oskar Bafels, 1935-36), vol. 2 (1936), chap.
l.l, 3-36, esp. 25-36; Wayne A. Meeks, The Prophet-King:Moses Traditions and the]ohan-
nine Christology (SNT 14; Leiden: Brill, 1967), chap. 3, 100-175, esp. 100-131: Philo,
and 131-146: Josephus; and Georgi, The Opponents if Paul in Second Corinthians, chap.
3, 229-313, esp. 254-258.
II Cf. George Brooke's contribution to this volume, section 3 B.
aml1a <ha tfj<; ",uxfj<; E~EA'tlOUtO), and in each singly so advancedin strength and
well-being (KaS' £KatEpOv 1tpo<;tE iOxDVKat EUEsiav E1tt<hoou<;) that those
who saw him afterwards could not believe their eyes. For we read that
by God's command he ascended an inaccessible and pathless mountain,
the highest and most sacred in the region, and remained for the period
named, taking nothing that is needed to satisfy the requirements of bare
sustenance. Then, after the said forty days had passed, he descendedwith a
countenanceftr more beautifULthan when he ascended (KatE~atVE 1tOADKaAAiwv
tTJVO",tV 11 GtE aVTIEt), so that those who saw him werefilled with awe andamaze-
ment;nor even could their 0'es continue to stand the dazzling brightness that flashed
.from him like the rC9'sif the sun (Kat 11110'E1tt 1tAEOVavtEXEtV tOl<; o!pSaAI10l<;
ouvaaSat Kata tllv 1tpOa~oAllv fJAtoEtOOU<;!PEYYOU<;a1taatpa1ttovto<;) (De
Vita Mosis 2.69-70).
In their retelling of the giving of the Law to Moses and his descent
from Mt. Sinai, both Philo and Paul agree that Moses' appearance
was indeed dazzling and bright, and that the Israelites were incapable
of looking at him. Both also allude to the inward, spiritual process.
According to Paul, Moses, when unveiled, was caught in a process of
spiritual transformation, a process which is now experienced by all
believers (3.18) and comprises a growth in their "inner man" (4.16).
Philo, similarly,emphasized that "Moses grew in grace, first of mind
(oHXVOta), then of body (crwlla) also through the soul ('J!uxiJ)" (2.69).
Yet, at the same time Philo's characterization of this process reveals
an important difference. Implicit in Philo's depiction of Moses' spir-
itual growth in mind (or spirit), soul and body, is the anthropological
trichotomy, known from Greek philosophy, of mind, soul and body. As
I have argued elsewhere, Paul's anthropology is also best understood
as trichotomous.12 The difference, however, is that according to Paul
the spiritual transformation only affects the inner man, whereas the
outer man, the body, decreases in strength. Only after the resurrection,
12 George H. van Kooten, "The Two Types of Man in Philo of Alexandria and Paul
of Tarsus: The Anthropological Trichotomy of Spirit, Soul and Body," in Philosophisch£
Anthropologie in derAntilce (ed. Ch.Jedan and L.Jansen; Themen der Antiken Philosophie/
Topics in Ancient Philosophy; Frankfurt: Gntos Verlag, 2008), forthcoming; a shorter
version, entitled "The Anthropological Trichotomy of Spirit, Soul and Body in Philo
of Alexandria and Paul of Tarsus," is published in Anthropology in Context:Studies on
Ideas qfAnthropology within the New Testament and its Ancient Context (ed. M. Labahn and 0.
Lehtipuu; Bibliotheca Ephemeridum Theologicarum Lovaniensium; Louvain: Peeters,
2008), forthcoming. See also George H. van Kooten, Paul Anthropology in Context: The
Image qf God,Assimilation to God,and Tripartite Man in Ancient Judaism, Ancient Philosophy
and Early Christianity (WUNT; Tiibingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2008), chap. 5.
as Paul has explained in 1 Cor 15, does the Spirit also transform the
human body into a spiritual body (1 Cor 15.44-49). According to Philo,
however, Moses' growth in mind and soul already affects his body dur-
ing his lifetime: "Moses grew in grace, first of mind, then of body also
through the soul"--tT1V llEVouxvmav 'to 1tprowv, £1tEt'taOEKat 'to crrolla
OUl 'tf]~\jIUxf]~€~EA'tto\ho (2.69). The mind influences the soul which,
in turn, changes the body. In Philo's view, the physical effect of Moses'
growth in mind, soul and body is perceptible inasmuch as he "in each
singly so advanced in strength and well-being (Ka8'EKa'tEpov1tp6~'tE
icrxuv Kat E'l)E~iav€1ttOtoou~)that those who saw him afterwards could
not believe their eyes" (2.69). Moses' inward growth affects his outward
condition; he increases in strength (icrxu~)and well-being (E'l)E~ia).13As a
result, he "descended with a countenance far more beautiful than when
he ascended (Ka'tE~atVE1tOAUKaAAirov'tflv O\jltv11 <hEuVtln)" (2.70).
Moses is not only a spiritual hero; he is also a physical superstar and
makes a powerful impression. The Israelites are simply overwhelmed by
Moses' strength and well-being; they cannot "believe their eyes." It is
the beauty of his face which makes an impact on them. Philo describes
the effect as follows: "those who saw him were filled with awe and
amazement; nor even could their eyes continue to stand the dazzling
brightness that flashed from him like the rays of the sun" (2.70).
In this respect, the difference from Paul could not be greater. In
his Corinthian polemics, Paul is critical of this language of strength
and bodily well-being, hallmarks of sophistic rivalry. According to his
opponents, Paul's letters may be powerful, but his bodily appearance
is weak: Ai €1ttcr'toAatllEV,<j)Tlcriv,~apElat Kat icrxupai, iJ OE1tapoucria
wu crrolla'tO~Ucr8Evfl~Kat 0 A.6yo~€~OU8EVTlllEVO~(2 Cor 10: 10). In
their emphasis upon strength and bodily well-being, Paul's Corinthian
opponents seem to constitute the opposite end of the scale,14with Philo
balancing the scales in the middle. The latter seems to combine philo-
sophical and sophistic values. Moses' growth affects not only his mind
and soul, but also his body. The sophists, at one extreme, emphasize the
importance of strength and well-being, while Paul, at the other extreme,
denies the importance of outward well-being and draws attention to
inward, spiritual growth.
13 C( Georgi, The Opponents qfPaul in Second Corinthians, 254-255.
14 On the importance of physiognomy and bodily performance in the Second Sophis-
tic, see, e.g., Tim Whitmarsh, The Second Sophistic (Greece & Rome-New Surveys in
the Classics 35; Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005), chap. 2, 23-40, esp. 26-32.
This debate about strength (icrxu~)is already present in 1 Cor. The
term icrxupo~,"strong," is important in the polemics of (a) 1 Cor 1:25:
"God's weakness is stronger than human strength"---'[o acr8Ev£~'tOu
8Eau icrXUPO'tEPOV'trov av8pro7t(uv;(b) 1 Cor 1:27: "God chose what
is weak in the world to shame the strong"---'[u acr8Evll 'tou KOcr~OU
E~EAE~a'to6 8EO~'{vaKa'tatcrxuvn 'tu icrxupa; and (c) 1 Cor 4: 10: "We
are fools for the sake of Christ, but you are wise in Christ. We are weak,
but you are strong. You are held in honour, but we in disrepute"~~Et~
~o)POt<huXptcr'tov,U~Et~O£<PPOVt~OtEVXptcr'tij'>'"~Et~acr8EVEt~,U~Et~
O£icrxupol' U~Et~EVOO~Ot,"~Et~O£a'tt~ot.
In 2 Cor, this polemic reaches its zenith in the opponents explicidy
criticizing Paul's weak physical and rhetorical performance which is in
sharp contrast with the strength they detect in his letters (2 Cor 10:10).
What seems to be at issue in 2 Cor 3, when understood in such a
polemical setting, is the nature of Moses' body, which is healthy, dazzling
and resplendent and, as such, provides an exemplar for the Corinthian
sophists: this perfect physical appearance contrasts with Paul's weak
stature. It seems very likely, then, that the strength and glory of Moses,
as described in Exod 34, was understood as an example of sophistic
strength. Paul's sophistic opponents, who were of Jewish background
(2 Cor 11 :22), and manifested themselves in the largely ex-pagan
Christian community of Corinth, might easily have been tempted into
a sophistic appreciation of the importance of physiognomy. Indeed in
Judaism, too,-as Mladen PopoviC's recent monograph has shownI5-,
physiognomies was not uncommon. The similarities between Jewish
and sophistic physiognomies may well have facilitated the adoption of
pagan sophistry by Paul's Jewish-Christian opponents in Corinth.16 By
shedding sophistic light on the strength and glory of Moses, Jews-
Christian and non-Christian alike-could not only defend Moses in
their encounter with pagans, but also compete with the sophistic ideals
15 Mladen Popovic, Reading the Human Body: Physiognomies and Astrology in the Dead Sea
Scrolls and Hellenistic-Early Roman PeriodJudaism (Studies on the Texts of the Desert of
Judah 67; Leiden: Brill, 2007).
16 I owe this observation to Prof. George Brooke. Paul would have been able to
adopt a critical stance towards (Jewish) physiognomies because of the enduring influ-
ence of Jesus' compassion for the physically unwell and impaired. On this, see Hector
Avalos, Health Care and the Rise of Christiani!J (Peabody, Mass.: Hendrickson, 1999);John
J. Pilch, Healing in the New Testament: Insights .from Medical and Mediterranean Anthropology
(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2000); and, for a comparative research into Qumran and
the New Testament, Kathell Berthelot, "La place des infirmes et des 'Iepreux' dans les
textes de Qumran et les evangiles," Revue biblique 113 (2006): 211-241.
beyond the Jewish and Christian community. As we shall see,Josephus
was very much involved in the same struggle.
3.2 JosephuJ-Moses' glory,honour and rivals
According to Josephus, at the Burning Bush already God predicted to
Moses "the glory (86~a) and honour ('nlll]) that he would win from
men, under God's auspices" (Jew.Ant. 2.268). When, however, glory
and honour started to materialize, Moses' integrity did not diminish.
Josephus is keen to give several examples. When Raguel, Moses' father-
in-law, invented a legal system, Moses did not claim it as his own, but
openly avowed
the inventor to the multitude. Nay, in the books too he recorded the
name of Raguel, as inventor of the aforesaid system, deeming it meet to
bear faithful witness to merit, whatever glory (M!;a) might be won by taking
credit for the inventions of others. Thus even herefrom may one learn
the integrity of Moses (Jew. Ant. 3.74).
In a similar vein, Moses even paid due homage to Balaam, the pagan
prophet, and did not claim Balaam's glory for himself:
This was the man to whom Moses did the high honour of recording
his prophecies (IlEyaAroe;htllllcrEv avaypa'l'ae; autou tae; Ilavtdae;);
and though it was open to him to appropriate and take the glory fOr them himself
(crlpEtEptcracr8mtTJVE1t'autOte; M!;av Kat E!;tOHocracr8m),as there would
have been no witness to convict him, he has given Balaam this testimony
and deigned to perpetuate his memory (Jew. Ant. 4.158).
Whereas Moses is an example of integrity, others did become envious
of Moses' glory and honour. Josephus describes this rivalry in terms
of sophistic in-fighting. He takes Korah's rebellion against Moses, as
narrated in Numbers 16, as an example and depicts Korah as Moses'
rival in establishing honour and glory. From Korah's perspective Moses
was "hunting round to create glory for himself":
Korah, one if the most eminent if the Hebrews lry reason both if his birth and if his
riches ('tte; 'El3patrov EVtOte;llaAtcrta Kat yeVEtKat1tAo{mp), a capable speaker
and very '!/fictive in addressing a crowd (iKavOe;0' d1tEtVKat OTJIlOte;OlltAEtV
1tt8avonatOe;), seeingMoses established in the highest honours (EVll1tEPl3aAAoucrn
'ttllft), was sorely envious; for he was of the same tribe and indeed his
kinsman, and was aggrieved at the thought that he had a greater right to en)£!)!
all this glory (M!;a) himself,as being richer than Moses without beinghis i'!ftrior in
birth.So he proceeded to denounce him among the Levites, who were his
tribesmen, and especially among his kinsmen, declaring that it was monstrous
to lookon at Moses hunting roundto creategloryfir himself(AEyOlVMOlUcri1v06~av
all'tcp eTJPc.O/l£VOVKa'tacrKEUacrat)and mischievously working to attain this
in the pretended name of God (Jew.Ant.4.14-15).
Josephus depicts Korah as a sophist rival to Moses and represents him in
terms also used in the Corinthian rivalry in which Paul is engaged:
(l) Korah is "one of the most eminent of the Hebrews by reason
both of his birth and of his riches" (w; 'E/3pairov EV'tOtC;l1aAtO"'ta
Kat yEVEtKat 1tAO{)'t(:p).Similarly, Paul warns the Corinthians that not
many of them are ,vise by worldly standards, not many are powerful,
not many are of noble birth-ou 1tOAAOtO"o<POtKa'tu O"apKa,0'0 1tOAAOt
ouva'tOi, 0'0 1tOAAOt£uY£V£tC;(1 Cor 1:26).
(2) According to Josephus, Korah is competent (lKavoc;) to speak
(0'd1t£tv) and very persuasive (m8avu>'ta'tOC;)in addressing a crowd
(olll1otC;Ol1tA£tv).
(a) The whole issue of "competence" is also central to the dispute
in 2 Cor 2-3. As regards the dissemination of God's knowledge, Paul
rhetorically asks himself, probably mirroring the ongoing debate between
himself and his rivals: "Who is competent for these things?"-Kat 1tpOC;
'tatha 'tic;lKavoc;; (2 Cor 2: 16, c£ 2:6). And in 2 Cor 3 he brings up the
issue once again; this passage is saturated with the language of compe-
tence and uses it in the adjectival, substantival and verbal forms:
oux on a<p' eaU't&v ixavoi Ecr/l£VAoyicracreai n ro~E~eau't&v, aAA' iJ
ixav6'tTJ~iJ/l&v EK'tou eeou, o~Kat iKavOlcr£viJ/lii~ lhaK6vou~ Katvil~
8tael1KTJ~,ou ypa/l/la'to~ aAA&'1tv£u/la'to~.
Not that we are competent (iKavoi) of ourselves to claim anything as
coming from us; our competence (iKav6'tTJ~)is from God, who has made
us competent (o~Kat iKavOlcr£viJ/lii~) to be ministers of a new covenant,
not of letter but of spirit; for the letter kills, but the Spirit gives life
(2 Cor 3:5-6).
The theme of "competence" permeates 2 Cor 2-3 and is very similar
to the issue which Josephus describes between Korah and Moses.
(b)Josephus also describes Korah as "very persuasive (m8avu>'ta'tOC;)
in addressing a crowd." This word, "persuasive" (m8avoc;) is especially
used of popular speakers.17 Paul, too, employs this semantic field in
his polemics with the Corinthians when he denies that his speech and
proclamation are filled "with plausible words of wisdom": Kat 0 A.6yoC;
17 H. G. Liddell, R. Scott & H. S.Jones, A Greek-English Lexicon,Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1996 (= LSJ), 1403 s.V.1tteav6~.
JlOUKat 'to K'fJpuYJlaJlOUOUKEV1tEt80t[l:;]cro<pial:;[Myotl:;](1 Cor 2.4;
cf. Gal 1.10). 18
Unlike Paul, however, Josephus is eager to draw Moses into this
competition with the sophists and stress Moses' glory and honour.
Not only Korah's competence in rhetoric and public performance is
described, but that of Moses as well: his glory and honour have already
been predicted by God, he is established in the highest honours and,
although less wealthy than Korah, by no means his inferior in birth.
The distinctive features of Moses, in comparison with Korah, are his
integrity and the fact that he, "having declined every honour which he
saw that the people were ready to confer on him, devoted himself solely
to the service of God" (Jew.Ant. 3.212). At the same time, however,
Moses is portrayed as meeting sophistic standards. In his final encomium
of Moses in Jew.Ant. 4.327-331, Josephus heralds Moses as "having
surpassed in understanding all men that ever lived and put to noblest
use the fruit of his reflections. In speech and in addresses to a crowd
he found favour in every way" (4.328). Particularly the last description
portrays him as not inferior to figures such as Korah, who, as we have
seen, is also "a capable speaker and very effective in addressing a crowd"
(lxavol:; ()' Ei1tEtVKat ()TJJlOtl:;OJltAEtVm8avcO'ta'tol:;;4.14).
Josephus also draws this picture of a powerful, glorious Moses in his
description of Moses' ascent of, and descent from Mt. Sinai: Moses
ascends Mt. Sinai although it is beyond men's power to scale (3.76),
and when he returns he is radiant (yaupol:;)and high-hearted (3.83). An
extensive eulogy on Moses is also found at the very end of book III of
the Jewish Antiquities.According to Josephus, "the admiration in which
that hero [i.e. Moses]was held for his virtues and his marvellous power
(icrxul:;)of inspiring faith in all his utterances were not confined to his
life-time" (3.317). Subsequently, Josephus remarks that it is possible to
adduce many "proofs of his superhuman power"----CEKJlTJpta't111:;U1tEP
aV8pffi1tOVEcrn ()UvaJlEffil:;au'tou (3.318). Moses' powerful authority is
still felt to the present day: "to this very day the writings left by Moses
('texKa'taAEt<p8Ev'taU1tOMffiUcrEOI:;ypaJlJla'ta) have such power (icrxul:;)
that even our enemies admit that our constitution was established by
God himself, through the agency of Moses and of his merits" (3.222).
Josephus' last remark contrasts sharply with Paul's remark at the end
of 2 Cor 3, that "to this very day whenever Moses is read" he is mis-
understood (3:15).
Josephus' remark about the acknowledgement of Moses' merits by
non-Jews also draws attention to the (alleged) impact of the power and
authority of Moses' writings among the Greeks. As we have seen in §1,
the evaluation of the figure of Moses was indeed an issue in pagan-
Jewish relations and also seems to have played a role in the Corinthian
controversy.Josephus' attempt to raise awareness for Moses and depict
him in a favourable way is also part of this debate. In order to achieve
this aim, Josephus also emphasizes that Moses could hold his own in
the face of sophistic rivalry and that he was in no way the inferior
of his competitors. For this reason, Josephus stresses Moses' glory,
honour, power and superhuman identity as among his chief merits.
In so doing, however, he runs the risk of turning Moses himself into
a kind of sophist. This will become clear as we now briefly study the
language of power, glory and superhuman identity among the sophists.
It seems that the same debate is going on here, dominated by the same
concerns and obsessions.
To show the sophistic nature of this debate, I shall limit myself here
mainly to Philostratus' Lives if the Sophists. Here the semantic fields
of power, glory and the superhuman are the natural territory of the
sophists. For instance, Philostratus mentions the sophist Carneades of
Athens. He
was also enrolled among the sophists, for though his mind had been
equipped for the pursuit of philosophy, yet in virtue of the power (i(JXu~)
if his orations he attained to an extraordinarily high level of eloquence
(Lives if the Sophists 1.486).
The inner-sophistic tensions come to the fore in rivalries such as those
between the sophists Polemo and Dionysius. The latter attended a
speech in court by the former, and Philostratus narrates their ensuing
confrontation as follows:
Dionysius heard Polemo defend the suit, and as he left the court he
remarked: "This athlete possesses strength (i(JXu~), but it does not
come from the wresding-ground." When Polemo heard this he came to
Dionysius' door and announced that he would declaim before him. And
when he had come and Polemo had sustained his part with conspicuous
success, he went up to Dionysius, and leaning shoulder to shoulder with
him, like those who begin a wrestling match standing, he wittily turned
the laugh against him by quoting: "Once 0 once they were strong, the
men of Miletus" (Philostratus, Lives if the Sophists 1.525).
This anecdote shows how in daily life the sophists confronted one
another and were engaged in continuous wrangling, demonstrating their
power and readiness to compete. Polemo quotes an iambic response of
Apollo which has become proverbial (cf Aristophanes, Plutus 1003) as
a reference to degeneration, thus challenging his rival sophist. This is
the atmosphere at Corinth, in which Moses too is turned into a power-
ful competitor, who "in speech and in addresses to a crowd (... ) found
favour in every way" (Josephus,]ew. Ant.4.328). In this way,Moses also
functions as a role model for performance within the Jewish-Christian
community. Quotation from his writings should be apt, and declama-
tions about his life fresh and persuasive.19
Another story about inner-sophistic struggles relates to the sophists
Alexander and Herodes. Alexander, born at Seleucia in Silicia, exercised
his profession in cities such as Antioch, Rome and Tarsus, indicating
that the sophists were very much part of life in the cities which Paul,
too, visited. Alexander, having already performed in Athens before the
arrival of Herodes, outdid the latter in the following way:
he made a further wonderful display of his marvellous power (9uullucrtUV
Of lcrxuv eVfOEi~u'tO) in what now took place. For the sentiments that he
had so brilliantly expressed before Herodes came he now recast in his
presence, but with such different words and different rhythms, that those
who were hearing them for the second time could not feel that he was
repeating himself (Lives if the Sophists 2.572).
Again we experience the atmosphere of sophistic competence and
performance, the command of which is described by Philostratus as
a "marvellous power." Many other passages could be adduced which
mention the erudition, force and powerful eloquence of particular
sophists (e.g. 1.483; 2.585). One of these figures is lauded for "his
natural display of sophistic power"-q)'\)cr£co~oE icrxuvcro<ptcrnKco'tli-'t11v
£VO£tKVUIl£VO~(2.585).
19 For the importance of improvisations in the Second Sophistic, see Philostratus,
Lives qf the Sophists 496,499,511.
4.2 Glory andphysical appearance
The language of power often overlaps with that of "glory." Public
speakers and sophists, according to Plutarch, are often "led on by glory
(86~a) and ambition (qnAo'ttllia) (... ) to competition (aywvi1~Ecreat)in
excess of what is best for them" (De tuenda sanitate praecepta 131A). This
sophistic striving for glory is explicitly criticized by Dio Chrysostomus,
in a way very similar to Paul. According to Dio, sophists "are lifted
aloft as on wings by their glorious fame (86~a) and disciples" (Orations
12.5). He complains, however, that "not one of the sophists is will-
ing to take me on" (12.13). In deliberate contrast to the sophists, Dio
presents himself to his audience at Olympia "as neither handsome in
appearance nor strong, and in age ( ) already past his prime, one
who has no disciple, who professes ( ) no ability as a prophet or a
sophist" (12.15). This anti-sophistic talk clearly resembles Paul's. Like
Dio, Paul stresses that he is not concerned with the outward man but
only with the inward man (2 Cor 4:16); he himself is not strong but
weak and vulnerable:
ev nav'tt eAt~OIlEVot exAA' OU a'tEvoxwPOUIlEVot, exnopoUIlEVOt exAA' OUK
esanopoUIlEVot, <>tWKOIlEVOtexAA'OUKeYKa'taAEmOIlEVot, Ka'ta~aAA6IlEVOt
exAA' OUKexnoAAUIlEVot, nuv'to'tE 'tllv V£KPWcrlV'tou 'hwou ev 'tip mOllan
nEpHp£pOV'tE~, lva Kat TJi;;Wll 'tou 'Irlaou EV'tip aWllan TJIlWV<pavEpw8i\.
We are afflicted in every way, but not crushed; perplexed, but not driven
to despair; persecuted, but not forsaken; struck down, but not destroyed;
always carrying in the body the death of Jesus, so that the life of Jesus
may also be made visible in our bodies (2 Cor 4:8~10).
Indeed, Paul is not ashamed to repeat his opponent's judgment that his
bodily, physical appearance is weak (2 Cor 10:10).Yet he rejoices in his
weakness (2 Cor 11:30; 12:5, 9~10; cf. 1 Cor 2:3). In this catalogue of
afflictions and in his acknowledgement of being weak,20Paul shows the
same philosophical, anti-sophistic pride as Dio. His statements are not
naive, but deliberately construed to counter sophistic talk of strength,
glory and repute.
20 Cf. John T. Fitzgerald, Cracks in an Earthen Vtissel:An Examination if the Catalogues
if Hardships in the Corinthian Correspondence (SBL Dissertation Series 99; Atlanta, Ga.:
Scholars Press, 1988).
4.3 Superhuman identity
Apart from the vocabulary of power, glory and physical performance,
sophists also apply the concept of superhuman beings. This is nicely
illustrated by a report in Philostratus about the sophist Hippodromus
the Thessalian. According to Philostratus,
on one occasion when the Greeks were acclaiming him with flatteries,
and even compared him with Polemo, "Why," said he, "do you liken me
to immortals?" (Homer, 04Jssey 16.187). This answer, while it did not rob
Polemo of his reputationftr beinga divineman (OU'tE'tOYnOA.EllffiVaa<pEA.OIlEVo<;
'to vOlli1;eo9m 9EtOV&vopa), was also a refusal to concede to himself any
likeness to so great a genius (Lives if the Sophists 616).
This anecdote shows that sophists indeed claimed divine inspiration
for their competence (c£also Philostratus, Lives if the Sophists 521, 554,
570, 590; Lucian, Philopseudes sive incredulus 16); they even regarded
themselves as "divine men," eEtOl avopE~.This background to the
Corinthian dispute was already highlighted by Dieter Georgi,21but he
did not yet integrate his remarks about the concept of the eEtO~aVl1P
into what Bruce Winter has noted about the sophistic setting of Paul's
polemics in 1 and 2 Cor.22
As regards the concept of eEto~ aVl1P, Josephus also uses it twice
to characterize Moses.23On both occasions, it is noteworthy that he
employs it in an apologetic context, once in hisJewish Antiquities, and
once in his Against Apion.24 In the former he states:
One may well be astonished at the hatred which men have for us and
which they have so persistently maintained, from an idea that we slight
the divinity whom they themselves profess to venerate. For if one reflects
21 Georgi, The Opponents qf Paul in Second Corinthians, chap. 3, 229-313, esp. 236,
254-255, 258, 274.
22 Winter, Philo andPaul among the Sophists;c( David L. Tiede, ';.\retalogy," The Anchor
Bible Dictionary, (1992) 1.372-373 at 373. Georgi only mentions the sophists in his com-
ments on 2 Cor 2: 17; see Georgi, The Opponents qfPaul in Second Corinthians, 234.
23 For Philo's portrayal of Moses as divine, see Meeks, The Prophet-King, 103-105;
Meeks, "Moses as God and King," in Religions in Antiquiry: Essays in Memory qfEnvin
Ramsdell Goodenough (ed.]. Neusner; Studies in the History of Religions; Supp!. to Numen
14; Leiden: Brill, 1968), 354-371; and David T. Runia, "God and Man in Philo of
Alexandria," JTS 39 (1988): 48-75 at 53-63; also published in Runia, Exegesis and
Philosophy: Studies on Philo qfAlexandria (Collected Studies 332; Hampshire: Variorum,
1991), chap. 12, 53-63.
24 C( David S. Du Toit, Theios anthropos:zur Verwendungvon theios anthropos und sinnver-
wandten Ausdriicken in der Literatur der Kaiserzeit (WUNT 2.91; Tiibingen: Mohr Siebeck,
1997), chap. 14.3, 382-399.
on the construction of the tabernacle and looks at the vestments of the
priest and the vessels which we use for the sacred ministry, he will discover
that our lawgiver was a divine man (tOVtE VOl108EtT\V£1lplJO"El8EtOVuvBpa)
and that these blasphemous charges brought against us by the rest of
men are idle (Jew.Ant. 3.180).25
Given the ambiguous evaluation of Moses in the pagan Graeco-Roman
world, outlined in §1 above, there was clearly a perceived need to
defend the powerful, superhuman stature of Moses.26 And, as Dieter
Georgi rightly remarks, "the biblical accounts of Moses' glorification,
especially Exod. 34:29-35, lent themselves well to the full presentation
of the Apologetic conception of the e£'io~aVTlP."27 The same defence
is offered in Against Apion,where Josephus claims that the Egyptians
regarded Moses as a marvellous, admirable, divine man:
Aot1tov 1l0t 1tPO~autOV d1tEtV 1tEpt MffiUO"Effi~.toutQV BE tOY uvBpa
8aullaO"toV llEvAiytmtlot Kat 8EtOVvOlli~ouO"t,~OUA.ovtUlBE1tpOO"1tOtEtV
autot~ llEta ~A.aO"<PT\llia~u1tt8avou, A.EYOVtE~'HA.t01toA.itT\vEtVUl tOW
EKEt8EViEpEffiVEva Bta tl)v A.E1tpaVO"'UVE~EA.T\A.allEvov.
It remains for me to say a word to Manetho about Moses. The Egyp-
tians, who regardthat man as remarkable,indeeddivine (tOUtOVBEtOYuvBpa
8aullaO"toV llEVAiy\mtlot Kat 8EtOVvOlli~ouO"t),wish to claim him as
one of themselves, while making the incredible and calumnious asser-
tion that he was one of the priests expelled from Heliopolis for leprosy
(flgainst Apion 1.279).
The apologetic setting of Josephus' use of the concept of e£'io~aVTlP
emerges clearly.It is in this setting that I would understand the incentive
experienced by Paul's Corinthian opponents. Like Philo and Josephus,
these Jewish Christians felt the need to defend Moses and show his
strength and glory.Yetby taking up the challenges of the Graeco-Roman
world they, to a significantly higher degree than Philo and Josephus,
surrendered to the standards of their sophistic environment, adopted
them, and even implemented them as benchmarks for performance
within the Christian community. By so doing, they changed the figure
of Moses and-as I shall explain briefly-as a further consequence,
also that of Christ.
25 Cf. Meeks, The Prophet-King, 138.
26 C( Georgi, The Opponents if Paul in Second Corinthians, 257; c( 126, 133.
27 Georgi, The Opponents if Paul in Second Corinthians, 257~258.
5.ConcludingObservations:Paul's Difinitive Answer to the
Corinthian Sophists
Paul needs to confront the portraits of Moses current among Chris-
tian sophists at Corinth, designed as they are to compete with general
Greek culture. There might be a justifiable apologetic concern behind
those portraits. Yet, in Paul's view, they are very dangerous inasmuch
as they also-implicitly and perhaps only inadvertently-change the
attitudes within the Christian communities with regard to the impor-
tance of outward, rhetorical competence and bodily, physical strength
and performance. For this reason, it is vital for Paul to discuss Moses'
glory after his descent from Mt. Sinai as narrated in Exod 34. As we
have seen, this passage is discussed right in the middle of anti-sophistic
polemics in 2 Cor and evolvesfrom Paul's reference to letters of recom-
mendation, a sophistic practice which has been adopted to recommend
powerful rhetoricians to other Christian communities.
Because of this, Paul's view of Moses differs significantly from those
of both Philo and Josephus. According to Philo, Moses' spiritual growth
in mind and soul is reflected in his body. It affects his outward condi-
tion; Moses increases in strength (icrxu~) and well-being (cueSta) (De
vita Mosis 2.69). Paul, on the contrary, denies that strength and physical
well-being are the result of spiritual metamorphosis. Similarly, where
Josephus emphasizes the ongoing strength of Moses' writings-"to this
very day the writings left by Moses (ta lCa'taAwp8Ev'ta i.l1to Mffi'\)crEO~
ypaJlJla'ta) have such power (icrxu~) that even our enemies admit that
our constitution was established by God himself, through the agency
of Moses and of his merits" (Jew.Ant. 3.322)-Paul highlights their
possible relative obscurity. He points out that
to thisveryday,when they [thepeople of Israel]hear the readingof the
old covenant,that sameveil-which keepsthem 'fromgazingat the end
of the glory that was being set aside' (3.13)-is still there, since only in
Christ is it set aside.Indeed, to this very daywheneverMosesis read, a
veil liesover their minds (2 Cor 3.14--15).
Paul needs to qualify the glory and strength of Moses (and his writ-
ings) because he fears their shortcomings and temporariness are being
overlooked.
Paul not only criticizes his opponents' image of Moses. Itis clear that
their portrayal of Moses also has consequences for their view onJesus.
Dieter Georgi has already paid attention to the opponents' falseChristol-
ogy in this respect.28Although Georgi is right about the Christological
nature of Paul's controversy with his opponents, which resulted from
a theios aner-interpretation of Moses, we need Bruce Winter's analysis
if we are to be more specific about the identity of these opponents.
They are not just protagonists of a theios aner-movement; their views,
as is evident from 1-2 Cor, have clearly sophistic overtones. It is against
this background that Paul emphatically denies, in 2 Cor 5:16, that their
claim about the character of the historical Jesus is correct:
"Qcr'tE ljlEtC; a1to 'tOU vuv OU()EVa ol()ajlEv Ka'ta crapKa' d Kat EYVWKajlEV
Ka'ta crapKa Xptcr'tOV, a'A'Aa vuv OUKE'ttytVWcrKOjlEV
From now on, therefore, we regard no one from a human point of view;
even though we once knew Christ from a human point of view,we know
him no longer in that way.
And in 2 Cor 11 he asserts that their gospel is a different gospel because
their Jesus is a different Jesus:
d jlEV yap 6 EPXOjlEVOC;a'A'Aov 'ITlcrouv KTJPucrcrn OV OUK EKTJPu~ajlEV, ~
1tVEUjla £'tEPOV 'Aajl~aVE'tE 0 OUK E'Aa~E'tE, ~ EuaYYE'AlOv £'tEPOV 0 OUK
E()E~acr9E, Ka'Aroc; avEXEcr9e. 'AoyiSOjlal yap jlTl()EV Ucr'tEPTlKEVal 'trov
u1tEp'Aiav a1tocr'to'A<ov' d ()E Kat l()lw'tTlC;'tip 'A6ycp,a'A'A'ou 'tn yvwcrn.
For if someone comes and proclaims another Jesus than the one we pro-
claimed, or if you receive a different spirit from the one you received,
or a different gospel from the one you accepted, you submit to it readily
enough. I think that I am not in the least inferior to these super-apostles.
I may be untrained in speech,but not in knowledge (2 Cor 11:4-6).
This passage shows that the opponents' view on and proclamation of
Jesus (4:4)have to do with their stresson being not "untrained in speech"
(4:6a).Their image of Jesus and of Moses would have been very similar,
highlighting these figures' powerful rhetorical performance.
In some ways, their theios aner-type of Christology might be reflected
in Josephus' testimony of Jesus (Jew.Ant. 18.63-64).29 This passage,
in portraying Jesus as "a wise man, if indeed one ought to call him a
man" (crOlj)o<;aVTlP, dYE av()pa aU1:ov AEY£tV XPll) stops short of calling
28 Georgi, The Opponents qfPaul in Second Corinthians, 271-277, 278.
29 On the question of the authenticity of Josephus' testimony, see, among others,
Alice Whealey, Josephus on Jesus: The Testimonium Flavianum Controversyfrom Late Antiqui!JI
to Modern Times (Studies in Biblical Literature 36; New York: Lang, 2003); see also
Steve Mason, Josephus and the New Testament (2nd edition; Peabody, MA: Hendrickson,
2003), 225-236.
him a theios anir, a divine man. Yet the phrase "if indeed one ought
to call him a man" seems to imply this meaning. In this sense, this
characterization of Jesus comes very close to Josephus' explicit depiction
of Moses as a theios anir.As we have already seen, Josephus claims that
if his anti-Jewish opponents would but spare a moment, they would
be able "to discover that [Moses] is a divine man" (Jew.Ant 3.179-180)
and that indeed the Egyptians did regard "that man as remarkable,
indeed divine" (Against Apion 1.279). Although it initially seems remark-
able that Josephus should depict Jesus in the same way as he depicted
Moses, against the background of the contemporary interest in theioi
andres,divine men, this assertion becomes less astounding. This part of
Josephus' testimony of Jesus might well be authentic insofar as it gives a
theios anir-interpretation of Jesus, who "wrought surprising feats and was
a teacher of such people as accept the truth gladly" (~v yap 1tupu06~ffiV
ePYffiV1totll'tl1C;;,OtM,OKUAOC;;aV8pW1tffiV'trov l100vn 'taA11811O£XOJlEVffiV;
18.63). This portrayal of a powerful and rhetorically skilled Jesus, a
wise, divine man, may well have been very similar to the Christology
of Paul's opponents in Corinth; we know that, at least from an outside
perspective, some pagans viewed Jesus as a sophist, albeit a crucified, i.e.
unsuccessful one (Lucian, On the Death if Peregrinus 13). Although Paul
is convinced that the heavenly Christ, the second Adam, possesses full
glory, he has a very different understanding of the earthly Jesus. This
Jesus, according to Paul, defies description in the sophistic language of
powerful strength, physiognomic perfection and competitive glory.
In a very philosophical way, Paul counters his opponents' emphasis
on rhetoric with the claim that, although untrained in speech, he pos-
sesses knowledge (2 Cor 11.6b). To strengthen his case, he also deliber-
ately resorts to the Platonic notion of the inner man in his criticism
of his opponents. This notion of 6 eOffior 6 £v'tOC;;aV8pffi1tOC;;is found
in Plato's Republic (589a).30Paul's application of this notion of the inner
30 See Theo K. Heckel, Der Innere Mensch: Die paulinische Tlerarbeitungeines platonischen
Motivs (WUNT 2.53; Tiibingen: Mohr Siebeck, 19930; Christoph Markschies, "Die
platonische Metapher vom 'inneren Menschen': Eine Briicke zwischen antiker Phi-
losophie und altchristlicher Theologie," Zeitschrifl jUr Kirchengeschichte 105 (1994): 1-17
(also published in: International Journal qf the Classical Tradition 1.3 [1995]: 3-18); cf. also
"Innerer Mensch," in Reallexikon jUr Antike und Christentum, vol. 18 (Stuttgart: Anton
Hiersemann, 1998), 266-312; Walter Burkert, "Towards Plato and Paul: The 'Inner'
Human Being," in Ancient andModern Perspectives on the Bible and Culture.Essays in Honor qf
Hans Dieter Bet;:;(ed. A. Y Collins; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1998), 59-82; and Hans D.
Betz, "The Concept of the "Inner Human Being" (6 e<JOl c'iV8POl1tO<;) in the Anthropol-
ogy of Paul," New Testament Studies 46.3 (2000): 315-341. See also van Kooten, Paul's
Anthropology in Context,§§ 7.2.2-7.2,3,
man following his criticism of the sophists' stress on outward perform-
ance seems deliberately chosen. For the sophists, such an inner being
was altogether unimportant. As Tim Whitmarsh emphasizes, "Identity
was not an inner beingfixed inside the sophist: it was, rather, linked to his
publicpersona,and shifted with his fortunes."31Paul's use of the Platonic
notion of the inner man is the logical next step, then, in his debate
with the Corinthian sophists.32Paul applies it in the following man-
ner. Whereas his Corinthian opponents sell the word of God by retail
(2 Cor 2: 17), Paul stresses the need to experience an inward transfor-
mation which affects the inner man and puts him through a process of
a steady, glorious growth by which he gradually turns more and more
into the image of God, Christ (2 Cor 3:18-4:4; 4:16). In marked con-
trast with a sophisticizing emphasis on Moses' bodily well-being, Paul
holds the view that the condition of the outward man is altogether
irrelevant. The outward man is wasting away, whereas only the inner
man is being progressively renewed: "Even though our outer man is
wasting away, our inner man is being renewed day by day"-ei Kat
o £~ooiUHOVav8poo1to~Ota<p8dpe'tat, aAA' 0 £0"00il,.uovavaKatvoihat
il~ep~Kat il~ep~(2 Cor 4:16).
This progressive renewal of the inner man is synonymous with man's
transformation into God's eiKwv, Christ. Christ is portrayed here as
Adam, the second Adam that is. Already in 1 Cor, Paul has designated
man as being the "image (eiKWV)and glory (06~a) of God": eixwv Kat
06~a 8WI) lmapxoov (l Cor 11:7), and has explained that 'just as we
have borne the image (eiKWV)of the man of dust, we will also bear
the image (eiKWV)of the man of heaven" (l Cor 15:49). As we learn
from 2 Cor, this bearing of the image of the second Adam is not only
an eschatological event, but rather involves a transformational process
in the present, based on transformation into the image of Christ in
his capacity as the heavenly man (2 Cor 3:18-4:4). The glory of this
Christ (2 Cor 3: 18, 4:4), thus, is the glory of the second Adam, just as
the first Adam was God's image and glory (1 Cor 11:7).
This notion of the glory of Adam reminds us of the importance of
this notion in the Dead Sea Scrolls. The language of Adam, whom
God "fashioned in the likeness of [his]glory" and destined to "walk in
31 Whitmarsh, The SecondSophistic.
32 This has not been noted by Winter, Philo and Paul among the Sophists, perhaps
mainly because he focuses on I Cor. Paul's criticism of the sophists and his resort to
the Platonic notion of the inner man supplement one another very effectively and
reveal Paul's full strategy.
a land of glory" (4Q504 frag. 84-7), is applied to the members of the
Qumran community: "to them shall belong all the glory if Adam" (IQS
4.23; c£CD-A 3.20, 1QHa 4.15). Adam's glory is being re-established
in their community. Something similar is happening in the Christian
community, according to 2 Cor 3-4. If people convert to Christ, the
second Adam, and reflect his glory (2 Cor 3:16, 18; 4:4), they experience
a transformation a1tO86Sll~d~ 86sav, "from one degree of glory to
another" (2 Cor 3:18). Despite this similarity between Paul and the
Dead Sea Scrolls, Paul is different in that he moves beyond the Jewish
terminology of the image or likeness of God and the glory of (the
second) Adam. In the course of 2 Cor 3-4, the language of image
(EiK:rov)is supplemented with the notion of the E(Jro&vepro1tO~,the inner
man: man's transformation into the dKrov of the second Adam, the
heavenly &vepro1tO~(1 Cor 15:47-49), results directly in a gradual and
progressive renewal of the inner &vepro1tO~(2 Cor 4: 16). In this way,
Paul recasts the Jewish terminology of the image of God in terms of a
Platonic anthropology.33To his sophistic opponents, Paul admits that the
wasting away of the outer man causes affiiction, but only momentarily
as the growth of the inner man prepares him for "an eternal weight of
glory (airovtov 13apo~86Sll~) beyond all measure" (2 Cor 4.17). This
eternal glory is the final outcome of the steadily increasing glory which
results from man's metamorphosis into the dKroVof the second Adam;
it is his glory into which man is changed.
If this lasting glory of the second Adam is contrasted with the transi-
tory glory of Moses, Paul's thinking very much resembles the kind of
Moses-Adam polemics present in 2 Enoch.34 In this writing, Enoch,
33 After this turn at the end of 2 Cor 4 in 4.16, Paul's anthropology and eschatol-
ogy in 2 Cor 5.1-10 are thoroughly Hellenistic, according to Imre Peres, Griechische
Grabinschnften und neutestamentliche Eschatologie (Wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen zum
Neuen Testament 157; Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2003), chap. IY.2.2.3, 155-162; and
Manuel Vogel, Commentatio mortis: 2Kor 5,]-] 0 auf dem Hintergrund antiker ars monendi
(Forschungen zur Religion und Literatur des Alten und Neuen Testaments 214; Gi.it-
tingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2006).
34 I owe this suggestion to Dr. Andrei Orlov. On Adam-Moses polemics, see Andrei
A. Orlov, The Enoch-Metatron Tradition (TSA]107; Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2005), chaps
5 and 6, esp. 279-283 and 289-291; Idem, From Apocalypticism to Merkabah 1I{ysticism:
Studies in the Slavonic Pseudepigrapha (JS]Sup 114; Leiden: Brill, 2007), 327-343; and
Silviu Bunta, "One Man (<p&~) in Heaven: Adam-Moses Polemics in the Romanian
Versions of The Testament if Abraham and Ezekiel the Tragedian's Exagoge," JSP 16
(2007): 139-165. See also Orlov's essay in this volume, "In the Mirror of the Divine
Face: The Enochic Features of the Exagoge of Ezekiel the Tragedian," 183-99, for a
specific discussion of Moses' or Enoch's glorious face in this context.
appearing before the face of God in the highest heaven, is extracted
from his earthly clothing and dressed in the clothes of God's glory (22.8),
similar to that of the angels (22.10) and the glorious figure of Adam
(30.1O~11).In the understanding of the author of 2 Enoch, Enoch's
newly achieved glory competes with that of Moses. This becomes clear
from what happens when Enoch is sent back to earth after completing
his transcriptions from God's heavenly books of wisdom (22.11), which
Enoch is to reveal to mankind (33.5, 8; 47.2; 48.6-7). God calls one of
the senior angels and orders him to chill Enoch's face with ice, because,
God tells Enoch, "if your face had not been chilled here, no human
being would be able to look at your face" (37.2). This clearly recalls
the setting of Exod 34.35 In this way, the author of 2 Enoch contrasts
the figures of Moses and Enoch, as well as their respective revelations.
Whereas Moses needs to veil his head to cover his glory, the heat of
Enoch's Adam-like glory is cooled down by an angel.
A similar antithesis is clearly discernible in 2 Cor 3~4 in the antago-
nism between Moses' transient glory, misunderstood and overrated
by Paul's Corinthian sophistic opponents, and the true, permanent
glory of the second Adam. Paul's opponents seem to have found the
portrayal of Moses' glory in Exod 34 very apt for their apologetic
purposes. For this reason Paul has to focus at length on Exod 34; this
chapter is pivotal for a glorious interpretation of Moses. Involved in
a competition with sophistic outsiders, as they sold their wares at the
religio-philosophical market of Antiquity, Paul's opponents overem-
phasized Moses' strength and bodily well-being. It is this picture which
Paul sets out to rebalance.
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